Germania Magna is a game of shifting alliances.
Each player represents a Germanic tribe raiding various
provinces of the struggling Roman Empire, and competing among
themselves for loot and glory.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
The Rules section familiarizes players with the basic rules of Germania Magna. The Glossary (p.15) provides an alphabetical list of
definitions and explanations of important terms, phrases, and situations. It is not necessary to read the entire Glossary; it is an aid
to resolve questions as they occur during play or while reading the
Rules. On p. 19 you will find an extended example of a game round.
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Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

Military
Strength

20

15

4 Player Reference
Cards

WARBAND
No eﬀect.

Under the disposition of the illustrious
magister oﬃciorum are: Scola scutariorum
prima, Scola scutariorum secunda, Scola
armaturarum seniorum, Scola gentilium
seniorum, Scola scutatorum tertia.

GERMANIA PRIMA
illus. Judyta Sosna

TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

King Chonodomarius was raising general disturbance
and confusion, making his presence felt everywhere
without limit, a leader in dangerous enterprises,
lifting up his brows in pride, being as he was
conceited over frequent successes.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Anna Międlarz

SCHOLAE PALATINAE
If this clash is victorious,
each participating player receives
3 additional .
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color)

PROVINCE

1
4

illus. Judyta Sosna

1. Military Strength
– value which must
be exceeded to win
a Clash in this
3
1
Province.
GERMANIA PRIMA
2. Ability – modifies
VICTORY: A player whose horde’s total
is highest 4
Horde deployment,
receives 2 additional .
2
Clash resolution,
. Subtract 1 from
DEFEAT: Destroy all participating
the die roll result when checking unit casualties.
effects of victory
or defeat.
3. Roman Cards icon – the number of icons shows the number
of Roman Cards that must be attached to a Province.
4. Loot – the amount of Loot every participant of this Clash
receives after victory.

CHIEFTAIN CARD

GABINUS

GM 01/15

1. Initiative – determines the
player order in each Round.
2. Ability – the card’s special
effect, which can be constant,
triggered or activated.
3. Flavor Text
4. Tribal Affiliation – the
tribe (faction) to which the
card belongs.

In a victorious clash, you receive twice
the amount of base
due
(before other bonuses added).
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

2

Nay, if I have gained a right knowledge
of you in action before this,
your auxiliary trooper will I be; thus at least
I shall be able to ﬁght.

3

Sidonius, Carmina 7

GM 05/08

ROMAN CARD
TRIBAL CARD

1

SCHOLAE PALATINAE
If this clash is victorious,
each participating player receives
3 additional .
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

3

Under the disposition of the illustrious
magister oﬃciorum are: Scola scutariorum
prima, Scola scutariorum secunda, Scola
armaturarum seniorum, Scola gentilium
seniorum, Scola scutatorum tertia.

4

5

Notitia Dignitatum

GM 01/10

2

1. Cost – The cost to play
the card from one’s hand,
expressed in units of Loot.
2. Ability – the card’s special
effect.
7
3. Military Strength – added
3
to help win a Clash.
DISMOUNTED
4. Unit Survivability – the
6
COMITES
first (white) die is used
4 All your in this horde
after a victorious Clash; the
2 point of .
receive 1 additional
second (red) die is used after
a defeat.
5
5. Flavor Text
6. Type – determines many
1
of the general rules regarding
when and how a card may
be played. There are 4 types of Tribal Cards: Tribal Unit, Attachment, Strategy, and Tactic.
7. Unit Type – Each Tribal Unit is one of 5 types: light infantry,
heavy infantry, light cavalry, heavy cavalry, or war machines.
TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

2

1. Military Strength – added
to the Military Strength of
the Province Card to which
this Roman unit is attached.
2. Unit Type – a unit is one of
5 types: light infantry, heavy
infantry, light cavalry, heavy
cavalry, or war machines.
3. Ability – modifies Clashes,
e.g. it may restrict Clash participants, may make it harder
to win, or may compensate
for losses after a victory.
4. Loot – additional Loot
which every participant of
this Clash receives after
victory.
5. Flavor Text – usually
a quote from an ancient
source, with no practical game
effect.

Suddenly there was heard the outcry of the
German infantry, as they shouted that their
princes ought to leave their horses and keep
company with them, for fear that they,
if anything adverse should occur, abandoning the
wretched herd, would easily make shift to escape.
Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

GM 05/26
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Glory Board – used
to track a player’s current Glory Points.

VICTORY
The winner is the player who has the most Glory Points at the
end of the Round in which there are six or more Province
Cards in the Province Discard Pile.

10 20 30 40 50
Glory Markers – show a player’s current Glory
Points. Each player has two markers, one for the
tens digit and one for the units digit. Both markers
are placed on a player’s Glory Board.
Loot counters – the game currency, which comes
in several denominations (players can change coins).
The numbers depicted on coins are Roman Numerals: N=0 (latin nulla - nothing), I=1, II=2, III=3,
IV=4, V=5, X=10.

RULES
RULES TRIUMVIRATE
1. If a card’s text directly contradicts rule text, the text on the card
takes precedence.
2. Unless otherwise specified, fractional values are always rounded
up after all modifiers have been applied.
3. If an effect applies to a player meeting a condition, then all players who meet the condition receive the full effect.
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LUGDUNENSIS SENONIA
illus. Judyta Sosna

Example: 3 players participate
in the same Clash (Province
Military Strength 20), and the 2
strongest have equal-sized hordes,
so both receive 11 Glory Points
(6 for the third player).
Example 2: A clash is won in Lugdunensis Senonia, and more than

one player ties for the fewest Glory Points, so all those players with
the fewest Glory Points benefit from the Victory condition.

VICTORY: A player with the fewest
among all players may choose one: draw 3 tribal cards;
or gain 6 ; or gain 6 .

SETUP
1) Adjusting for player count:
– I n a game with 2 players, remove from the Province Deck all
Province Cards that have a base Military Strength of 25.
– I n a game with 4 players, remove from the Province Deck all
Province Cards that have a base Military Strength of 5.
2) C
 hoose colors. Each player takes his own Glory Board 1
and two Glory Point markers 2 .
3) P
 repare the shared (common) Tribal Deck (recommended for the first games). Take the following cards from the Tribal
Cards and form the Tribal Deck: 15 Warband, 9 Warriors,
4 Horsemen, 3 Chieftan Comites, 2 Dismounted Comites,
3 Allied Alan Cavalry, 1 Frameae, 1 Fulcum, 1 Cuneus,
1 Passage through the Rhine, 2 Foederati Defectors, 2 Ambush,
2 Fog, 2 Roman Counterattack, 2 Heavy Rains, 1 German
Phalanx, 2 Weaponsmithing, 2 The Promise of Spoils, 1 Call
to War, 2 Predictions, 1 Sacerdotes Civitatis, 2 Hunnic Raid, 2
Victory in Single Combat, 1 Roman Valetudinarium, 2 Romanization, 2 Punitive Expedition (68 cards in total).
4) Draw starting hands. Shuffle the shared Tribal Deck
(or individual player decks). Each player draws five Tribal
Cards 3 from the Tribal Deck 4 (shared, or their own
personal deck).
After all players draw their cards, each player may take one
mulligan if he does not like his starting hand – to do so,
he reshuffles his hand back into his deck and draws a new one.
He must accept his second hand.

DEFEAT: Attach two Roman cards to this province.
GM 08/15
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EXAMPLE OF SETUP
FOR 4 PLAYERS
If there are six or more Province
Cards in the Province Discard Pile,
the game ends.

GAME END

Players do a series of turns
SETUP
(play one Tribal Card or Pass)
Each Player chooses 1 Glory Board
until all Players Pass.
with Markers, draws 5 Tribal Cards,
Clash – Resolve Clash in each
takes 5 Loot. Place 1 Province Card
Province containing a Horde. If
with proper number of Roman Cards.
Victory, distribute Loot and Glory.
Always check for Casualties, destroy
ROUND
Attachments, shuffle Roman Cards
back into Roman deck. If Victory,
discard Province Card.
Round End – Shuffle Chieftain
Cards back into Chieftain deck.
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illus. Judyta Sosna

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
(in descending order of Chieftain initiative) may take 1
from his discard pile to his hand.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participating tribal units.
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Players do a series of turns
SETUP
(play one Tribal Card or Pass)
Each Player chooses 1 Glory Board
until all Players Pass.
with Markers, draws 5 Tribal Cards,
Clash – Resolve Clash in each
takes 5 Loot. Place 1 Province Card
Province containing a Horde. If
with proper number of Roman Cards.
Victory, distribute Loot and Glory.
Always check for Casualties, destroy
ROUND
Attachments, shuffle Roman Cards
Preparation – Each player draws
back into Roman deck. If Victory,
one Chieftain Card. Place 1 or 2
discard Province Card.
Province Cards. Attach Roman Cards
Round End – Shuffle Chieftain
to Provinces.
Cards back into Chieftain deck.
Supply – In Initiative order,
each Player draws: 4 units of Loot,
GAME END
or 2 Tribal Cards, or 2 units of Loot
If there are six or more Province
and 1 Tribal Card.
Cards in the Province Discard Pile,
Deployment – In Initiative order,
the game ends.
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GAME END

If there are six or more Province
Cards in the Province Discard Pile,
the game ends.

Players do a series of turns
SETUP
(play one Tribal Card or Pass)
Each Player chooses 1 Glory Board
until all Players Pass.
with Markers, draws 5 Tribal Cards,
Clash – Resolve Clash in each
takes 5 Loot. Place 1 Province Card
Province containing a Horde. If
with proper number of Roman Cards.
Victory, distribute Loot and Glory.
Always check for Casualties, destroy
ROUND
Attachments, shuffle Roman Cards
back into Roman deck. If Victory,
discard Province Card.
Round End – Shuffle Chieftain
Cards back into Chieftain deck.

Preparation – Each player draws
one Chieftain Card. Place 1 or 2
Province Cards. Attach Roman Cards
to Provinces.
Supply – In Initiative order,
each Player draws: 4 units of Loot,
or 2 Tribal Cards, or 2 units of Loot
and 1 Tribal Card.
Deployment – In Initiative order,
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Preparation – Each player draws
one Chieftain Card. Place 1 or 2
Province Cards. Attach Roman Cards
to Provinces.
Supply – In Initiative order,
each Player draws: 4 units of Loot,
or 2 Tribal Cards, or 2 units of Loot
and 1 Tribal Card.
Deployment – In Initiative order,

5) Collect starting Loot. Place all the Loot 5 tokens within
easy reach of all players. Each player takes five units of Loot 6 .
6) Set Province Cards. Shuffle the Province Deck face-down
and place 1 Province Card 7 , face up, between the players.
Shuffle the Roman Deck 8 , face-down.
Place a number of Roman Cards 9
equal to the Roman Card value printed
on the Province Card face-down underneath it. Put the remaining cards within the
reach of all players 10 .
7) Put the shuffled Chieftain Deck facedown, within the reach of all players 11 .
8) M
 ake some room for the Province Discard Pile 12 and the Tribal Discard
6
Pile 13 , next to the appropriate decks.
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Players do a series of turns
SETUP
(play one Tribal Card or Pass)
Each Player chooses 1 Glory Board
until all Players Pass.
with Markers, draws 5 Tribal Cards,
Clash – Resolve Clash in each
takes 5 Loot. Place 1 Province Card
Province containing a Horde. If
with proper number of Roman Cards.
Victory, distribute Loot and Glory.
Always check for Casualties, destroy
ROUND
Attachments, shuffle Roman Cards
Preparation – Each player draws
back into Roman deck. If Victory,
one Chieftain Card. Place 1 or 2
discard Province Card.
Province Cards. Attach Roman Cards
Round End – Shuffle Chieftain
to Provinces.
Cards back into Chieftain deck.
Supply – In Initiative order,
each Player draws: 4 units of Loot,
GAME END
or 2 Tribal Cards, or 2 units of Loot
If there are six or more Province
and 1 Tribal Card.
Cards in the Province Discard Pile,
Deployment – In Initiative order,
the game ends.
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GAMEPLAY
The game consists of a series of Rounds, which each follow the
same scheme. Each Round has 4 Phases.
Phases of each Round:
1. Preparation Phase
2. Supply Phase
3. Deployment Phase
4. Clash Phase

1. Preparation Phase
Each player draws one Chieftain Card and places it face up
on the table in front of him. The Chieftain Initiative value
determines each player’s Initiative in this Round. Players will
do various actions in descending Initiative order, starting from the
highest Initiative value. Moreover, a player can use his Chieftain’s
Abilities during this Round.
One Province Card – or two if there aren’t any in play – is
placed on the table, and Roman Cards are drawn and placed
face-down underneath each Province Card with fewer cards than its
Roman Card value, until all Province cards have at least as many
Roman Cards as their printed value. If the number of Roman
Cards already attached to a Province is equal to or higher than the
Roman Card value printed on the Province, then it receives
no new Roman Cards.
No more than 3 Province Cards can be in play at any given time
during the game. If a fourth Province Card is to be placed into
the game, the player whose Chieftain has the highest Initiative
chooses one of the three existing Provinces and moves it to the
Province Discard Pile. Any Roman Cards attached to this
province are discarded and shuffled back into the Roman Deck.

2. Supply Phase
Players draw, in descending Initiative order
(starting from the highest value):
a) 4 units of Loot or
b) 2 Tribal Cards or
c) 2 units of Loot and 1 Tribal Card
8

3. Deployment Phase
Deployment is a series of action rounds which continues until all
players have passed. In each round, players take turns in descending
Initiative order. A player’s turn must be one of the following
Actions:
a) play one Tribal Card from his hand;
b) Pass.
Playing a Tribal Card. The player must spend Loot equal to
the card’s cost. Each player may play any number of Tribal Cards
during the whole Deployment Phase, but only one per player turn.
(Exception: Tactics are freely playable.) Tribal Cards that may
be played only during a player’s turn are:
a) Tribal Unit – when this card is deployed, it must be placed
near the chosen Province Card on the side of the player
whose turn it is; this unit creates his Horde. If more than
one unit is assigned by the same player to the Province, each
unit deployed subsequently must be placed partially on the
previous unit, creating a stack and increasing the number of
cards in the already existing Horde. All units in the stack must
be visible to all players. Unless otherwise stated, abilities of
Tribal Units affect cards only in the Province in which they
are deployed.
b) Attachment – when this card is deployed, it must be attached
to an already existing Horde belonging to the same player.
Deployed Attachments are part of a Horde, but if a Horde
consists only of Attachments, then it is destroyed. Unless otherwise stated, abilities of Attachments affect only the Horde to
which they are attached.
c) S
 trategy – These cards are never attached to a province. When
a player plays a Strategy Tribal Card, its cost is paid, its
ability is resolved, and the card is then discarded to the Tribal
discard pile.
Passing. A player who does not want to, or is unable to play any
Tribal Cards, passes. From that moment, the player can only pass
on their turn; they cannot play any more Tribal Unit, Attachment or Strategy Cards in this Deployment Phase.
Deployment ends after all players pass.
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Tactic Tribal Cards and Card Abilities. Tactics are special
Tribal Cards, some of which may be played at any moment,
others when the specified triggering condition occurs. They are
often played as a response to another player’s Action, e.g. to cancel
the effect of a card played by an opponent. Playing a Tactic card
never counts as an Action, and a player may play any number of
them during a Round. If several people play Tactics, resolve them
in the order they are played. If it is unclear in what order they were
played, resolve the tie by having higher initiative play earlier. This
also applies to the use of triggered or activated Card Abilities.

CALL TO WAR

TACTIC

VICTORY IN
SINGLE COMBAT

TACTIC

After a victorious clash,
two target players who participated
must exchange all
they gain in it.

GM 19/26

If your whole army has a man able to ﬁght
in single combat and to defeat a Persian
put forward by me, I shall immediately
make a peace-treaty for ﬁfty years
and provide the customary gifts.
Malalas, Chronographia

GM 23/26

PREDICTIONS

Negate a non-tribal unit card
that has just been played.
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Until the end of this phase,
exchange control of your chieftain
with another player’s chieftain.
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

TACTIC

For they are also familiar
with the practice of consulting the notes
and ﬂight of birds.
It is peculiar to this people to seek omens
and monitions from horses.
Tacitus, Germania

1. Determining victory or defeat. A Clash involves beating
the Military Strength of a Province Card (which ranges
from 5 to 25) with the help of the Tribal Cards played by the
player in the Deployment Phase. Each player calculates the
Military Strength of his Horde along with any modifications resulting from abilities of other Tribal, Chieftain,
Province, Roman Cards etc. The total Military Strength
of all Hordes is added up. Then to the Province’s Military
Strength is added the Military Strength of all Roman
Cards assigned to the Province and any modifications from
abilities of other cards. If the Military Strength of the players
is less than or equal to that of the Province Card, the Clash is
lost. The players win if their strength is greater.
IMPORTANT! Some Provinces have constant
or triggered abilities. Unless otherwise stated,
those abilities affect only Hordes, Players and Clashes
related to this Province.

GM 20/26

Example: Call to War may be played at any moment during the
Round. Predictions may be played immediately after a non-Tribal
Unit card has been played, but before its effect has been resolved.
The triggering condition for Victory in single combat may occur only
when players receive Glory Points after a victorious Clash in the
Clash Phase.

4. Clash Phase
A Clash must be resolved in each Province containing at least
one Horde. If there’s more than one Clash, the player with the
highest Initiative chooses the order in which they are resolved.
Each Clash is fully resolved before resolving the next one.
After a Clash begins, all Roman Cards assigned to the Province
are turned face up.
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Each Clash is resolved in the following Sub-phases:

THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN RESOLVING THE CLASH
Military Strength
of all Tribal Units
modified by other
Tribal Cards
and Chieftain’s
Abilities of all
players taking part
in the Clash.
Any modifiers
provided
by Province Card
ability.

Military Strength
of the
Province Card
and Roman Cards
attached to the
province.
Any modifiers
provided
by Province Card
ability.
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a) After a VICTORIOUS Clash:
2a. I f a Province has a Victory ability, it must be triggered now,
or in the proper following sub-phase if its text requires that.
Tactics played in any sub-phase may influence the effect of the
Province ability (e.g. by changing the amount of Glory Points
or Military Strength of any player). Example: the ability
Raetia Secunda is triggered in this Sub-phase, while Germania
Prima is triggered when players receive Loot.
3a. Distribute Loot to all participants. Each player who
took part in the Clash receives an amount of Loot equal to
the value printed on the Province Card. The Loot of the defeated Roman Cards is added to this amount, which may be
further modified by Chieftain’s Abilities and the Province’s
Victory condition.
4a. D
 istribute Glory Points to all participants. Each participant receives Glory Points. Each player’s award depends on their
relative contribution to the Military Strength, with more points
awarded to players who contributed more military strength. The
total number of Glory Points distributed after a victorious battle
is equal to the Base Military Strength of the Province Card
(see the Glory Point table and Rules Triumvirate).
GLORY POINT TABLE

Military
Strength

Military
Strength

Military
Strength

Military
Strength

Military
Strength

5

10

15

20

25

1

5

10

15

20

25

2

4|1

7|3

10|5

13|7

16|9

players

3

3|2|0

6|3|1

8|5|2

4

–

player
players

players

11|6|3 13|8|4

4|3|2|1 7|4|3|1 9|6|4|1 11|7|5|2
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5a. C
 hecking for Casualties. Each participant must check for
loss of Tribal Units. For each Tribal Unit, roll a 6-sided die
and compare the result with the Unit Survivability value.
A die result greater than or equal to the left (white) die succeeds. Failure means that the Tribal Unit is destroyed and
must be put in the Tribal Discard Pile. Success means that
the Tribal Unit returns to its owner’s hand and may be played
in the next Round. Players may check their losses in sequence
according to Initiative, but all tests are considered as taking
place at the same time.
6a. All Attachments are destroyed and must be put into the
Tribal Discard Pile.
7a. The Province Card is removed from play and placed in
the Province Discard Pile, while all the Roman Cards
attached to this Province are shuffled back into the Roman
Deck.
b) After a LOST Clash:
2b. I f a Province has a Defeat ability, it must be triggered now, or
in the proper following Sub-phase if its text requires that.
Tactics played in any sub-phase may influence the effect of the
Province ability.
Example: The ability Raetia Secunda is triggered in this Subphase, while Germania Prima is triggered when players test their
losses.
3b. C
 hecking for Casualties. Each participant must check for
loss of Tribal Units. Players follow the same procedure as
in the case of victory, except that the die roll must be greater
than or equal to the right (red) die of their Unit Survivability value to survive.
4b. All Attachments are destroyed and must be put into the
Tribal Discard Pile.
5b. The Province Card remains in the game, while all the Roman Cards attached to it are shuffled back into the Roman
Deck (It will receive new ones in the next Preparation
Phase).
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END OF THE ROUND
After all Clashes are resolved, all Chieftain Cards are shuffled
back into the Chieftain deck and the Round ends. If there are
six or more Province Cards in the Province Discard Pile,
the game ends, and the player with the most Glory Points wins.
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GLOSSARY
Action – During a player’s turn in the Deployment phase, a player
can do one of these actions:
• play one non-Tactic Tribal Card from his hand,
• pass.
Activated Ability – see Card Ability
Attach – Roman Cards are attached to a Province and Attachment
Tribal Cards are attached to Hordes.
Attachment – A type of Tribal Card which may be attached
to a player’s Horde to modify or influence other cards. An Attachment is part of a Horde, but a Horde must have at least one Unit;
it cannot be made only of Attachments.
Base Military Strength – The Military Strength value that
is printed on a card.
Card Ability – Text on a card explains its special effect on
the game. Some abilities may affect only some cards (usually a single
card or cards in the same Province, controlled by a single player,
or of a certain type); some may affect all cards that are in the game.
All card abilities fall into one of the following categories:
•C
 onstant Ability – It lasts from the moment a card enters
play and remains active until a card leaves play. Example: Cuneus.
• Activated Ability – It must be activated by a player (usually
the card’s controller). Some abilities may be activated only by
paying a price (Example: Horsemen); some are activated for
free, but may have restrictions (Example: Genseric may be used
only once per Round). An ability that may be activated once
per Round, Phase or Turn may be activated again each time
the card’s controller changes.
•T
 riggered Ability – It is automatically activated when
a certain event occurs or a set of conditions is met. Example:
Province Victory and Defeat abilities.
Chieftain Deck – A communal deck of Chieftain Cards. At the
beginning of a new Round, each player draws one Chieftain Card
from this deck. At the end of each Round, the Chieftain Cards are
shuffled back into this deck.
15

Chieftain Card – They are used to determine Initiative, i.e. the
player order. Each Chieftain Card also has an Ability. A player can
never have more than one Chieftain Card.
Clash – Occurs when players’ hordes invade a Roman province. See
Clash Phase (p. 10).
Constant Ability – See Card Ability.
Controller – Usually a card’s owner controls the card, but sometimes another player can control a card (e.g., due to Call to War).
See also Owner.
Deploy – To play a Tribal Unit or Attachment in the Deployment
Phase.
Destroy – A card is destroyed when it’s targeted by an effect with
keyword destroy. Tribal Units that don’t pass their casualty check
after a Clash are destroyed. Roman Cards and Attachment Tribal
Cards are destroyed after a Clash. When a Tribal Card or Province
is destroyed, it is placed face-up on top of the Tribal or Province
discard pile. Chieftain or Roman Cards are shuffled back into the
Chieftain or Roman deck. See also Sacrifice.
Discard Pile – There are two types of discard piles:
•T
 ribal Discard Pile – All discarded Tribal Cards go here.
Strategy and Tactics go here once they have been resolved, and
Tribal Units and Attachments go here when they have been
sacrificed, destroyed or otherwise removed from the game. If
players are playing with one shared Tribal Deck, then there’s
only one shared Tribal Discard Pile. If there are multiple Tribal
Decks, then each has its own Discard Pile.
•P
 rovince Discard Pile – Each Province goes here once it
leaves play or is discarded from the Province Deck. The game
ends after a Round in which the Province Discard Pile has at
least 6 cards.
Glory Points – At game end, these determine the winner. Players
earn Glory Points after victorious Clashes, as well as after playing
some Tribal Cards, or using some Chieftain Abilities.
Horde – All of a player’s Tribal Cards (Attachments and at least
one Unit) in a given Province.
Initiative – Each Chieftain has an initiative value, which determines the player order.
Look – Sometimes a player may look at cards; they are not obliged
to show those cards to the other players. After looking the player

returns the cards to their original location, or elsewhere, depending
on the specific instructions.
Loot – Game currency, usually used to pay for playing Tribal Cards
and Activating Abilities. The numbers depicted on coins are Roman
Numerals: N = 0 (latin nulla - nothing), I = 1, II = 2, III = 3, IV = 4,
V = 5, X = 10.
Mulligan – After all players draw their starting hand, any players
may declare a mulligan to redraw. Each such player reshuffles his
Tribal Cards into his deck (or the common deck) and draws the exact
same number of cards. Players must keep their second hand.
If multiple players declare a mulligan, do it in a random order.
Owner – A Tribal card’s owner is the player whose deck held the
card at the start of the game. If playing with a shared Tribal Deck,
then cards have no owner: control and ownership are equivalent.
Chieftain, Province and Roman Cards have no owner. See also
Controller.
Phase – Each Round is divided into four phases: Preparation, Supply, Deployment, and Clash. See also Round and Turn.
Playing a card – To take a card from one’s hand, pay its cost in
Loot, and resolve its effect or place it in a game location.
Province Deck – A deck from which Province Cards are drawn.
Each Province Card which leaves play goes to the Province Discard
Pile.
Roman Deck – A deck from which Roman Cards are drawn.
Each Roman Card that leaves play is shuffled back into the Roman
Deck.
Round – The game is divided into a number of Rounds. Each
Round is divided into four phases. See also Phase and Turn.
Sacrifice – When a player is instructed to sacrifice a card, he must
choose and remove a card in play that he controls and that matches
the requirements of the sacrifice. The sacrificed card is removed to
the Discard Pile. Important: The sacrificed card is not considered
destroyed, and a destroyed card is not sacrificed. Example: If a player
prevents the card from being sacrificed or destroys it instead, the
sacrifice is not considered to have been made. See also Destroy.
Search – When permitted to search, a player may look at each card
in the specified area without revealing those cards to his opponents.
If a player finds a card that meets the eligibility requirements, he may
add that card to the game area indicated by the instructions on the
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EXAMPLE OF A GAME TURN
We suggest using your own cards and tokens while reading
the text below to copy each move of our virtual players
for better understanding of the game mechanics.

The players are using a single shared Tribal Deck. After the
setup – in which the first Province Card (Germania Secunda) has
been put into play along with 2 defending Roman Cards – the
Preparations Phase starts. Each player randomly receives one
Chieftain Card, which sets the Initiative for this Round:

1. Preparation Phase:
Julia’s Chieftain Card: Chnodomar (Initiative: 8)
Alexander’s Chieftain Card: Merobaudes (Initiative: 6)
Marcus’s Chieftain Card: Gundahar (Initiative: 3)
Octavia’s Chieftain Card: Genseric (Initiative: 2)

GUNDAHAR

King Chonodomarius was raising general disturbance
and confusion, making his presence felt everywhere
without limit, a leader in dangerous enterprises,
lifting up his brows in pride, being as he was
conceited over frequent successes.
Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum
GM 01/08

GENSERIC

MEROBAUDES

Once per round you may search your tribal
deck and discard pile for a Warband card
and put it in your hand. Each of your
Warband units has its
increased by 1.

.

Conspicuous among others by gesture, voice,
and a wound he had received,
kept up the ﬁght.
Tacitus, Annales
GM 06/08

When they go into battle, it is a disgrace for the chief
to be surpassed in valor, a disgrace for his followers
not to equal the valor of the chief.
Tacitus, Germania
GM 07/08

In a victorious clash,
you draw 2 cards from your tribal deck.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Each of your hordes
has 3 added to its total

.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

In a victorious clash,
you receive 3 additional

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

CHNODOMAR
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Anna Międlarz

search effect. If the searched card is of a specified type, the player
must reveal the card he chose to his opponents to verify that the card
is eligible. Unless otherwise stated, each deck (not discard pile) that
was searched must then be shuffled.
Sub-phase – Some Phases are divided into a number of sub-phases.
See also Phase.
Negate – Card that was negated does not comes into play, all its
effects are canceled and the negated card must be put into proper
discard pile. If a non-Tactic card was negated during the deployment
phase, a player is considered to have performed his action, and can’t
perform another action during this turn. If a card ability is negated,
it doesn’t get resolved and none of its effects occur.
Strategy – A type of Tribal Card. Strategy may be played only as
action during a player’s Turn in the Deployment Phase.
Tactic – A type of Tribal Card which may be played at any moment,
or when the specified triggering condition occurs.
Target – This keyword specifies what must be chosen as the subject
or recipient of an effect. (Typically a card, deck, or player.)
Tribal Deck – A deck from which Tribal Cards are drawn. Players
may use a shared (common) Tribal Deck or construct their own
individual Tribal Decks. See also Discard Pile.
Tribal Unit – A type of Tribal Card. A Tribal Unit usually may be
played only during a player’s Turn in the Deployment Phase. It must
be assigned to a Province as part of that player’s Horde.
Triggered Ability – See Card Ability.
Turn – The Deployment Phase is a series of action rounds, in each
of which players take a turn (in player order by decreasing player
initiative) to do one action, until all players have passed.
Unit Survivability – A unit’s chance of surviving a Clash. It has
two values, symbolized by dice:
• the left (white) die is used after a victorious Clash,
• the right (red) die is used after a lost Clash.
If the die roll is greater than or equal to the printed value, then the
Unit survives; otherwise it is destroyed.

Furthermore, the enemy’s forces
had greatly increased, as many of those
who had at ﬁrst wavered now joined them,
largely in the hope of plunder.
Cassius Dio, Roman History
GM 03/08

To the one Province Card already lying on the table (Germania
Secunda), a second one is added (Lugdunensis Secunda) along with
1 face-down Roman Card.

2. Suply Phase:
Julia, as the first player, decides to draw 2 Tribal Cards (so she
has 7 Tribal Cards [TC] and 5 Loot [L]), and then Alexander
draws 4 units of Loot (so he has 5TC and 9L). Marcus and Octavia, in turn, each draw 1 Tribal Card and 2 units of Loot (both
have 6TC and 7L).
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Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

King Chonodomarius was raising general disturbance
and confusion, making his presence felt everywhere
without limit, a leader in dangerous enterprises,
lifting up his brows in pride, being as he was
conceited over frequent successes.

.

In a victorious clash,
you receive 3 additional
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ALEXANDER

GENSERIC

Tacitus, Germania

When they go into battle, it is a disgrace for the chief
to be surpassed in valor, a disgrace for his followers
not to equal the valor of the chief.

Once per round you may search your tribal
deck and discard pile for a Warband card
and put it in your hand. Each of your
Warband units has its
increased by 1.

25

illus. Judyta Sosna

DEFEAT: Destroy all participating tribal units.
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Furthermore, the enemy’s forces
had greatly increased, as many of those
who had at ﬁrst wavered now joined them,
largely in the hope of plunder.
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VICTORY: Each player
(in descending order of Chieftain initiative) may take 1
from his discard pile to his hand.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk
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3

4

players

players

players

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

GERMANIA SECUNDA
illus. Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

GM 01/26

VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his
ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 10/15

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
No eﬀect.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

To defend, to protect him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Tacitus, Germania

GM 04/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

GM 07/08

FIRST
TURN

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Tacitus, Germania

JULIA

OCTAVIA

First round of turns:
1) Julia is the first to play a card – she deploys a Warband (Tribal
Unit) in the Province Lugdunensis Secunda. (She now has
6TC/5L)
2) Alexander spends 1 Loot to deploy Warriors in this same Province. (4TC/8L)
3) Marcus spends 2 Loot to deploy Chieftain Comites to Germania
Secunda. (5TC/5L)
4) The last to take her turn,
Octavia uses the Ability
GENSERIC
of her Chieftain Card,
which allows her to search for
Once per round you may search your tribal
Warband (Tribal Unit) in the
deck and discard pile for a Warband card
and put it in your hand. Each of your
Tribal Deck. This Ability
Warband units has its
increased by 1.
is not an Action, so Octavia
When they go into battle, it is a disgrace for the chief
then performs an Action,
to be surpassed in valor, a disgrace for his followers
not to equal the valor of the chief.
deploying a Warband to Germania Secunda. (6TC/7L)

ALEXANDER

1

3. Deployment Phase:

GM 01/26

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

No eﬀect.

reduced by 1.

GM 09/15

GM 02/26

Plutarchus, Marius

No eﬀect.

WARRIORS

here has its

TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND
illus. Judyta Sosna

and

As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

TRIBAL UNIT

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA
Each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

MARCUS
22

23

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

No eﬀect.

GM 08/26

WARBAND

Tacitus, Germania

Maurice, Strategikon

SECOND
TURN

GM 01/26

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

ATTACHMENT

JULIA

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

illus. Judyta Sosna

Thus, after two action rounds, Octavia was the only player
who acted in both Provinces and has two Hordes (one in each
Province).

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 10/15

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND

ALEXANDER

2

Second round of turns:
1) Julia adds another Warband to her Horde in Lugduniensis
Secunda. (5TC/5L)
2) Alexander plays an Attachment Card – Fulcum. He must
FULCUM
deploy this card with his WarEach
and
in this horde
riors in Lugduniensis Secunda; his
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
Horde there now consists of 2
loses of
and
after the clash.
Tribal Cards. (3TC/6L)
Those arrayed right at the very front mass
3) Marcus adds a Warband to
their shields together until they come shieldboss to shield-boss. The men standing just
behind them, raising their shields and resting
Germania Secunda. (4TC/5L)
them on the shield-bosses of those in front.
4) Octavia adds Warband to Lugdunensis Secunda. (5TC/7L)

OCTAVIA

TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

No eﬀect.

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus,
Germania formation. To give ground,
in a wedge-like
GM 04/26
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

Their lineNo
of battle
is drawn up
eﬀect.
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
GM To
01/26
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT
TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND

GM 08/26

Maurice, Strategikon

WARRIORS
ATTACHMENT

GM 09/15

TRIBAL UNIT

reduced by 1.

FULCUM

here has its

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
loses of
and
after the clash.

GM 01/26

illus. Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

and

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA
Each

with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
Those arrayed right at the very front mass
of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldboss to shield-boss. The men standing just Plutarchus, Marius
GM 02/26
behind them, raising their shields and resting
them on the shield-bosses of those in front.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

MARCUS
24

25

JULIA

GM 26/26
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND
No eﬀect.

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Negate a non-tribal unit card
that has just been played.

HORSEMEN

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
Sacriﬁce this unit:
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
do not
have
Tacitus,
Germaniayou
in a wedge-like
formation.
To give ground,
GM 04/26
to
check
provided
youlosses
return toin
thethis
attack,horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

TRIBAL UNIT

For they are also familiar
with the practice of consulting the notes
and ﬂight of birds.
It is peculiar to this people to seek omens
and monitions from horses.
GM 20/26

GM 08/26

Maurice, Strategikon

FULCUM

WARRIORS
GM 09/15

TRIBAL UNIT

reduced by 1.

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result
testing
As forwhen
the Cimbri,
their foot-soldiers
advanced
slowly
from their defenses,
loses of
and
after the
clash.

here has its

ATTACHMENT

GM 01/26

illus. Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

and

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA

with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
Those arrayed right at the very front mass
of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldMarius
boss to shield-boss. ThePlutarchus,
men standing
just
GM 02/26
behind them, raising their shields and resting
them on the shield-bosses of those in front.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

MARCUS
26

27

GM 01/26

Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.

WARBAND
TRIBAL UNIT
GM 10/15

ALEXANDER

illus. Judyta Sosna

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 01/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

GM 01/26

VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

TRIBAL UNIT

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

GERMANIA SECUNDA

OCTAVIA

GM 18/26

TACTIC

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

STRATEGY

Tacitus, Germania

Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

THIRD
TURN

Their lineNo
of battle
is drawn up
eﬀect.
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
GM To
01/26
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

STRATEGY

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

3

Third round of turns:
PUNITIVE
1) Julia plays Punitive Expedition
EXPEDITION
and takes 2 Loot from Alexander, adding them to her total.
Take 2
from the target player.
Punitive Expedition is a Strategy
Card, so it is put onto the
Julian was on the point of entering upon
an urgent campaign, since he considered
that some districts of the Alamanni were
discard pile after it is resolved. (4TC/7L)
hostile and would venture on outrages
unless they also were overthrown
2) Alexander deploys a Warband in Germania Secunda.
Now he has
after the example of the rest.
a Horde in each Province. (2TC/4L)
3) Marcus adds Horsemen to his Horde in Germania Secunda.
(3TC/3L)
4) Octavia plays Promise of Spoils
THE PROMISE
and chooses Alexander’s WarOF SPOILS
riors as the target of this Strategy
Take control of a target tribal unit
Card. Alexander, however, neof another player. It becomes part of your
gates her Action by playing
horde in the same province. If that unit
survives the clash it returns
Predictions, which is a Tactic
to its owner’s hand and
you gain 1
.
and can be played as a response
when the triggering condition
appears, so Alexander maintains
PREDICTIONS
control over his Tribal Unit.
(4TC/5L)

FOURTH
TURN

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND
No eﬀect.

OCTAVIA

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

HORSEMEN

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
Sacriﬁce this unit:
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
do not
have
Tacitus,
Germaniayou
in a wedge-like
formation.
To give ground,
GM 04/26
to
check
provided
youlosses
return toin
thethis
attack,horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 03/26

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Sacriﬁce this unit:
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
youformation.
do not
have
in a wedge-like
give ground,
GM To
01/26
returnin
to the
attack,
to provided
checkyou
losses
this
horde.
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provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
TRIBAL UNIT

HORSEMEN

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT
TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND

Plutarchus, Marius

GM 02/26

GM 02/26

As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers

advanced
slowly from their defenses,
after
the clash.

and

them ontheir
the foot-soldiers
shield-bosses of those in front.
As for the Cimbri,
Maurice,
Strategikon
advanced slowly from their
defenses,
GM 08/26
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldMarius
boss to shield-boss. The menPlutarchus,
standing just
behind them, raising their shields and resting

side of their formation had an extent
No eﬀect.
Those arrayed right at the very front mass

W

loses of

WARRIORS
TRIBAL UNIT

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
ARRIORS
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
TRIBAL UNIT

GM 09/15

ATTACHMENT

GM 01/26

illus. Judyta Sosna

reduced by 1.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

here has its

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

and

FULCUM

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA

with a depth equal to their front, for each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

MARCUS
28

29

GM 01/26

Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.

GM 10/15

TRIBAL UNIT

TRIBAL UNIT

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

WARBAND

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

ALEXANDER

GM 02/26

TRIBAL UNIT

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

illus. Judyta Sosna

WARRIORS

WARBAND

TRIBAL No
UNITeﬀect.

Plutarchus, Marius

GM 17/26

Tacitus, Germania

Sidonius, Carmina 7

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
No eﬀTo
ect.
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

himself to fury at the sound of the trumpet.

TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

01/26
As for the Cimbri,GM
their
foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

STRATEGY

JULIA

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

4

Fourth round of turns:
1) Julia deploys Horsemen in Lugdunensis Secunda. (3TC/5L)
2) Alexander deploys Warriors in Lugdunensis Secunda. (0TC/2L)
3) Marcus plays Weaponsmithing
and searches the Tribal Deck
WEAPONSMITHING
for 2 Warband cards. He must
show both cards to the other
Search your tribal deck
and discard pile for up to 2
players to verify that they are
and put them into your hand.
eligible to be found by this
One of the Goths, who had re-forged his
search condition. (4TC/1L)
pruning-hook and was shaping a sword with
on the anvil and sharpening it with
4) Octavia deploys Warriors in Germania Secunda.blows
(3TC/4L)
a stone,
a man already prepared to rouse

JULIA
Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

FIFTH
TURN

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 06/26

All these warlike and savage tribes were
led by Chonodomarius and Serapio, who
were followed by 35,000 troops levied from
various nations, partly for pay and partly
under agreement to return the service.

You don’t receive
after a clash
in which this unit takes part.
TRIBAL UNIT

ALLIED ALAN
CAVALRY
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 02/26

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 01/26

Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

WARBAND
TRIBAL UNIT

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

illus. Judyta Sosna

WARRIORS

WARBAND

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
No eﬀTo
ect.
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Plutarchus, Marius

01/26
As for the Cimbri,GM
their
foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

TRIBAL No
UNITeﬀect.

TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

5

Fifth round of turns:
1) Julia deploys Allied Alan Cavalry in Germania Secunda. Smart
move – although she won’t receive any Loot, deploying this
Tribal Unit doesn’t cost anything either, and will allow her to
have some share when Glory Points will be distributed after
the almost certain victory. (2TC/5L)
2) Alexander passes. He won’t be able to perform any more
Actions (i.e. playing non-Tactic Tribal Cards) in this Deployment Phase, but he is still able to use Card Abilities.
(0TC/2L)
3) Marcus deploys a Warband in Lugdunensis Secunda. (3TC/1L)
4) Octavia passes. (3TC/4L)

GM 10/15

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

HORSEMEN

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

OCTAVIA

ALEXANDER

No eﬀect.

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
Sacriﬁce this unit:
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
do not
have
Tacitus,
Germaniayou
in a wedge-like
formation.
To give ground,
GM 04/26
to
check
provided
youlosses
return toin
thethis
attack,horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

Their lineNo
of battle
is drawn up
eﬀect.
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
Sacriﬁce this unit:
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
youformation.
do not
have
in a wedge-like
give ground,
GM To
01/26
returnin
to the
attack,
to provided
checkyou
losses
this
horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
TRIBAL UNIT

HORSEMEN

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT
TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND

WARBAND

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 01/26

MARCUS
30

31

Plutarchus, Marius

GM 02/26

GM 02/26

As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers

advanced
slowly from their defenses,
after
the clash.

and

them ontheir
the foot-soldiers
shield-bosses of those in front.
As for the Cimbri,
Maurice,
Strategikon
advanced slowly from their
defenses,
GM 08/26
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldMarius
boss to shield-boss. The menPlutarchus,
standing just
behind them, raising their shields and resting

side of their formation had an extent
No eﬀect.
Those arrayed right at the very front mass

W

loses of

WARRIORS
TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
ARRIORS
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
TRIBAL UNIT

GM 09/15

TRIBAL UNIT

ATTACHMENT

illus. Judyta Sosna

reduced by 1.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

here has its

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

GM 01/26

and

FULCUM

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA
Each

with a depth equal to their front, for each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

SIXTH
TURN

GM 06/26

All these warlike and savage tribes were
led by Chonodomarius and Serapio, who
were followed by 35,000 troops levied from
various nations, partly for pay and partly
under agreement to return the service.

You don’t receive
after a clash
in which this unit takes part.
TRIBAL UNIT

ALLIED ALAN
CAVALRY

1) Although she still has 2 cards and many Loot tokens, Julia
passes. (2TC/5L)
2) Marcus was just waiting for
this opportunity. Now that he
AMBUSH
knows Julia won’t be able to
deploy more Tribal Units, he
Choose a horde; its controller
immediately checks for unit losses
plays Ambush and chooses as
as if after a victorious clash.
the target her Horde in LugThey came upon Varus in the midst of
dunensis Secunda. Instead
forests by this time almost impenetrable.
And there, at the very moment of revealing
themselves
enemies instead of subjects,
of risking heavy losses, Julia decides to activate
herasHorsemen’s
they wrought great and dire havoc.
Ability. They must be sacrificed, but this will prevent other,
more fragile Units, from having to check for survival. (2TC/0L)

JULIA
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

6

Sixth round of turns:
Only Julia and Marcus can do actions in this round, because Alexander and Octavia passed.

illus. Judyta Sosna

GM 02/26

GM 01/26

Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

WARBAND
TRIBAL UNIT

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

WARRIORS

WARBAND

TRIBAL No
UNITeﬀect.

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
No eﬀTo
ect.
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Plutarchus, Marius

Cassius Dio, Historia Romana

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

01/26
As for the Cimbri,GM
their
foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

STRATEGY

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

GM 10/15

GM 12/26

TRIBAL UNIT

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

HORSEMEN

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

OCTAVIA

ALEXANDER

No eﬀect.

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
Sacriﬁce this unit:
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
do not
have
Tacitus,
Germaniayou
in a wedge-like
formation.
To give ground,
GM 04/26
to
check
provided
youlosses
return toin
thethis
attack,horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

GM 01/26

Their lineNo
of battle
is drawn up
eﬀect.
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
GM To
01/26
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT
TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND

WARBAND

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

GM 01/26

MARCUS
32

33

Plutarchus, Marius

GM 02/26

GM 02/26

As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers

advanced
slowly from their defenses,
after
the clash.

and

them ontheir
the foot-soldiers
shield-bosses of those in front.
As for the Cimbri,
Maurice,
Strategikon
advanced slowly from their
defenses,
GM 08/26
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldMarius
boss to shield-boss. The menPlutarchus,
standing just
behind them, raising their shields and resting

side of their formation had an extent
No eﬀect.
Those arrayed right at the very front mass

W

loses of

WARRIORS
TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
ARRIORS
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
TRIBAL UNIT

GM 09/15

TRIBAL UNIT

ATTACHMENT

illus. Judyta Sosna

reduced by 1.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

here has its

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

GM 01/26

and

FULCUM

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA
Each

with a depth equal to their front, for each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Ammianus, Rerum Gestarum

SEVENTH
TURN

GM 06/26

All these warlike and savage tribes were
led by Chonodomarius and Serapio, who
were followed by 35,000 troops levied from
various nations, partly for pay and partly
under agreement to return the service.

You don’t receive
after a clash
in which this unit takes part.
TRIBAL UNIT

ALLIED ALAN
CAVALRY
illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

ing tribal units.
DEFEAT: Destroy all participat

TRIBAL UNIT

GM 01/26

Tacitus, Germania

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

WARBAND
TRIBAL UNIT

GM 02/26

illus. Judyta Sosna

WARRIORS

WARBAND

TRIBAL No
UNITeﬀect.

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
No eﬀTo
ect.
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

Plutarchus, Marius

GERMANIA SECUNDA
VICTORY: Each player
take 1
Chieftain initiative) may
(in descending order of
hand.
from his discard pile to his

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

Eighth round of turns:
1) Marcus has only one card but no Loot tokens left, so he passes,
and the Deployment Phase ends.

JULIA

01/26
As for the Cimbri,GM
their
foot-soldiers
advanced slowly from their defenses,
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

7
8

Seventh round of turns:
1) Marcus deploys Warband in Lugdunensis Secunda, because he
wants to make sure that the Clash will still be won, now that
Julia sacrificed her Horsemen. (1TC/0L)

GM 10/15

CHIEFTAN
COMITES
WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

HORSEMEN

Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

GM 03/26

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

Tacitus, Germania

OCTAVIA

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

ALEXANDER

No eﬀect.

eﬀect.
To defend,No
to protect
him,
to ascribe one’s own brave deeds to his
renown, is the height of loyalty.
The chief ﬁghts for victory;
Sacriﬁce this unit:
his vassals ﬁght for their chief.
Their line of battle is drawn up
do not
have
Tacitus,
Germaniayou
in a wedge-like
formation.
To give ground,
GM 04/26
to
check
provided
youlosses
return toin
thethis
attack,horde.
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

GM 01/26

Their lineNo
of battle
is drawn up
eﬀect.
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Their line of battle is drawn up
Tacitus, Germania
in a wedge-like formation.
give ground,
GM To
01/26
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND

TRIBAL UNIT

WARBAND
WARBAND
No eﬀect.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

No eﬀect.

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
Their
line of battle is drawn up
than
cowardice.
in aTacitus,
wedge-like
formation. To give ground,
Germania
provided you return to GM
the 01/26
attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.
Tacitus, Germania

GM 01/26

MARCUS
34

35

Plutarchus, Marius

GM 02/26

GM 02/26

As for the Cimbri, their foot-soldiers

advanced
slowly from their defenses,
after
the clash.

and

them ontheir
the foot-soldiers
shield-bosses of those in front.
As for the Cimbri,
Maurice,
Strategikon
advanced slowly from their
defenses,
GM 08/26
with a depth equal to their front, for each
side of their formation had an extent
of thirty furlongs.

of thirty furlongs.
their shields together until they come shieldMarius
boss to shield-boss. The menPlutarchus,
standing just
behind them, raising their shields and resting

side of their formation had an extent
No eﬀect.
Those arrayed right at the very front mass

W

loses of

WARRIORS
TRIBAL UNIT

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

TRIBAL UNIT

No eﬀect.
Each
and
in this horde
ARRIORS
receives 2 additional points of
.
Add 1 to the die roll result when testing
TRIBAL UNIT

GM 09/15

TRIBAL UNIT

ATTACHMENT

illus. Judyta Sosna

reduced by 1.

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

here has its

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk / Judyta Sosna

No eﬀect.

WARBAND

GM 01/26

and

FULCUM

TRIBAL UNIT

Tacitus, Germania

Their line of battle is drawn up
in a wedge-like formation. To give ground,
provided you return to the attack,
is considered prudence rather
than cowardice.

LUGDUNENSIS SECUNDA
Each

with a depth equal to their front, for each

illus. Paweł Kaczmarczyk

3. Clash Phase:
Julia, as the player with the highest Initiative value, chooses the
order to resolve Clashes. She decides to first resolve the Clash in
Lugdunensis Secunda.
First Sub-phase:
1) The Roman Card attached to the Province is turned face up.
The revealed card is Cataphracts. Their ability affects each Tribal
Heavy Infantry in this Province. The Province itself also has
a special ability which affects not only Tribal Units, but also
all Roman Cards, and because Cataphracts are Heavy Cavalry,
their Military Strength is also reduced by 1. The total Military
Strength of Lugdunensis Secunda is 18 (15 is the base Military
Strength of the Province + 4 from Cataphracts - 1 to Cataphracts’ Military Strength due to the Province ability).
2) Now players sum up the Military Strength of all Hordes in
this Province. Their total strength is 24 including all modifiers
(Julia has 4; Alexander 10; Marcus 7; Octavia 3), which is more
than enough to beat the Romans, so the clash is victorious.
3) After the Clash is won, before Loot is distributed, Alexander’s
Chieftain ability is triggered. He draws 2 Tribal Cards.
Second Sub-phase:
Because all players participated in this Clash, each of them takes
5 Loot (3 provided by the Province Card +2 provided by
Cataphracts).
Third Sub-phase:
Glory Points are distributed among players. The base Military
Strength of Lugdunensis Secunda is 15, so Octavia earns 1 Glory
Point (her horde is the weakest), Julia earns 3, but she gets an
additional 3 thanks to her Chieftain’s ability (total 6), Marcus gets
4, and Alexander 7.

put onto their Tribal Discard Pile, the same as Fulcum, which is an
Attachment (all Attachments are discarded after a Clash).
After this sub-phase, Lugdunensis Secunda is put into the Province Discard Pile and Cataphracts are shuffled back into the
Roman Deck.
SECOND CLASH:
First Sub-phase:
1) T
 he province’s two Roman Cards are turned face up – one
is Comitatenses Legion, the other is Bribery. The latter may complicate matters for our players, but fortunately for them Octavia has
in her hand Sacradotes Civitas Tactic, and she plays it to destroy
the Bribery card, which is shuffled back into the Roman Deck.
After this the total Roman Military Strength is 13.
2) T
 he total Military Strength of all players’ Hordes is 26 (Julia
has 4; Alexander 2; Marcus 14; Octavia 6), which is almost
twice as much as needed to win the Clash.
3) T
 he Province Victory condition must now be triggered, but before that Octavia plays the Call to War Tactic and exchanges control of her Chieftain card with Julia. Because no other Tactics
were played, the Province ability is triggered, and Octavia, who
now has the highest Initiative, may be the first one to choose 1
Warband from the discard pile. Alexander and Marcus do the
same. There’s no Warband card left in the discard pile for Julia,
who now has the lowest initiative. She may, however, activate
the ability of her new Chieftain and search the Tribal Deck
for a single Warband card. Although this ability was already
activated this turn by Octavia, it is possible to do it once more,
each time the controller of the card changes.
Second Sub-phase:
Each player – besides Julia, who deployed Allied Alan Cavalry – receive
4 Loot (2 are provided by the Province + 2 by Comitatenses Legion).

Fourth Sub-phase:
1) N
 ow players must test their losses. The battle was won, so they
will compare a dice roll result with the left (white) die on each
Unit’s Survivability value. Julia, Marcus and Octavia each lose
1 Warband, Alexander loses 1 Warriors. All those cards must be

Third Sub-phase:
Glory Points are distributed among players. Due to the fact that
Octavia no longer controls the Chieftain Merobaudes, the total
strength of her horde dropped by 1. Despite this, she still has more
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Military Strength than Julia and her Horde remains the second
strongest in this Province. Marcus should receive 4 Glory Points,
Octavia 6 (she gets +3 due to her Chieftain ability), Julia 2, and
Alexander 1. However, before those points are distributed among
players, Julia plays the card Victory in Single Combat, and takes all 6
Glory Points from Octavia (including those provided by the Chieftain), while Octavia receives 2 points instead.
Fourth Sub-phase:
After Glory Points are distributed, players must check for Unit losses. Then Lugdunensis Secunda is put onto the Province Discard
Pile and Comitatenses Legion is shuffled back into the Roman
Deck, this Round ends, and players proceed to the Preparation
Phase of the next Round.
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